Supplementary Tables
. Sample sizes and sources of variation in the skull distances' means that were removed 21 before constructing species P-matrices. All species belong to the R. granulosa complex except R. 22 margaritifera. S is for sexual dimorphism and G for geographical variation within species. The 23 species P-matrices were constructed with the residuals extracted from linear models controlling for 24 these sources of variation. Table S15 . Dissimilarity matrices among species P-matrices with size variation (below diagonal) 164 and without isometric size variation (above diagonal). Species P-matrices were compared using 165
Random Skewers (RS), which is interpreted as the similarity (S) in the species average response to 166 selection. The similarity indexes were transformed into dissimilarity indexes by taking the square root 167 of (1 -S). 168 169 Table S16 . Dissimilarity matrices among P-matrices using Relative Eigenanalysis. Distances 170 between pairs of species P-matrices were calculated as the square root of the sum of their squared 171 log-transformed relative eigenvalues, after multiplying a species matrix A by the inverse of a species 172 matrix B (Booksetein & Mittereocker 2009). Values below the diagonal are for P-matrices with size 173 variation and values above the diagonal are for P-matrices without isometric size variation. 174 175 Table S17 . Results of variation partitioning models when using Relative Eigenanalysis (RE) to 176 compare species P-matrices. For species P-matrices with size variation, the model constructed has 177
PCoA 2 of the dissimilarity matrix as the dependent variable (accounting for 47% of variation), which 178 has significant correlations with both PCoA 1 of phylogeny (cor = 0.74 P = 0.013) and with climatic 179 PC1 (cor = -0.7 P = 0.024). For species P-matrices without isometric size variation, the model had as 180 coefficients in climatic PC1, whereas columns in white are from species with negative 246 coefficients in climatic PC1 (see Fig. 5B, C) . PCo axes, with or without isometric size variation, climatic variation structured by phylogheny 294 explains part of the P-matrix variation. 295
